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Three Types of Editing
Developmental editing. Editorial intervention, usually at 
an early stage, to help the author with structure, 
substance, or other fundamental elements of a manuscript.

Line editing. Detailed editing of a manuscript—line by line, 
as the term suggests—but not necessarily correcting all 
fine points of grammar, punctuation, or style, which is the 
task of copyediting.

Copyediting. Usually the final editorial stage of 
preparing a manuscript for publication—a 
meticulous read for technical errors, style, and 
internal consistency.



Louise Harnby https://www.louiseharnbyproofreader.com/blog/what-are-the-different-types-of-novel-editing

Line editing

. . . This level of editing revises for style, sense, and flow. Editors will be addressing the 
following: 

● Authenticity of phrasing and word choice in relation to character voice
● Character-trait consistency and unveiling
● Clarity and consistency of viewpoint and narrative style
● Cliché and awkward metaphor
● Dialogue and how it conveys voice, mood, and intention

● Sentence pace and flow, with special attention to repetition and overwriting
● Tenses, and whether they’re effective and consistent
● Told versus shown prose

https://www.louiseharnbyproofreader.com/blog/what-are-the-different-types-of-novel-editing


Master Class https://www.masterclass.com/articles/what-is-line-editing#quiz-0

What Is Line Editing?

More art than science, line editing ensures that the sentences in a book or 
article are as effective as they can be. A line editor is attentive to the writer’s 
individual style . . . and approaches the manuscript as a careful reader.

A line editor works line-by-line, tightening up sentence structure so the 
language is sharp and clear. They look closely at how a writer’s word 
choice and syntax contributes to the tone or emotion of a piece of 
writing. . . . [and review] the overall pacing and logical flow.

https://www.masterclass.com/articles/what-is-line-editing#quiz-0


NY Book Editors   https://nybookeditors.com/2015/01/copyediting-vs-line-editing/

Many authors don’t fully grasp the difference 
between a line edit and a copyedit. . . . Make no 
mistake, these are two completely different 
processes, handled by professionals with different 
skill sets, and should occur at very different times 
during the writing process.

https://nybookeditors.com/2015/01/copyediting-vs-line-editing/


NY Book Editors   https://nybookeditors.com/2015/01/copyediting-vs-line-editing/

[A line] editor may draw your attention to:
● Words or sentences that are extraneous or overused
● Run-on sentences
● Redundancies from repeating the same information in different ways
● Dialogue or paragraphs that can be tightened
● Scenes where the action is confusing or the author’s meaning is unclear due 

to bad transitions
● Tonal shifts and unnatural phrasing
● Passages that don’t read well due to bland language use

● Confusing narrative digressions
● Changes that can be made to improve the pacing of a passage
● Words or phrases that may clarify or enhance your meaning

https://nybookeditors.com/2015/01/copyediting-vs-line-editing/


Renni Browne, Editorial Department 
https://www.editorialdepartment.com/what-editors-really-do/

Good line editors never impose their own style 
on the manuscript. If we make a change in 
wording, it sounds like the author at his/her 
best, not the editor. The changes we make are, 
in fact, inspired by the author’s writing. The idea 
is to make all of the manuscript read as well as 
the best parts read.

Make this your mission statement

https://www.editorialdepartment.com/what-editors-really-do/


Develop Your Definition of Fiction Line Editing
● What specifically can you offer your clients in a line edit?

● Create your own definitions and lists, like we’ve seen in several of the 
previous descriptions.

● Identify your weak line editing skills and set a course of study and 
improvement.

● Do you have the knowledge and the bandwidth to offer a 
“line-/copyedit”? (Or a developmental/line edit?)



Can you line edit and copyedit
simultaneously?

Yes, but one—more likely 
both—may suffer. Beware 
the myth of multitasking.



Trying to line edit and copyedit in a single pass is a recipe for a 
half-baked job. Something is going to give.

If at all possible, concentrate on one skill set at a time:

- Do the first pass as a line edit

- The second as a copyedit

We at Revell are tasked with that 
challenge because we don’t have an 
official line editing stage.



You are part of a trickle-down effect:
Developmental editor

Line editor

Copyeditor

Proofreader—our last line of defense



Discover Your Strengths and Weaknesses
● Remember that you don’t know what you don’t know. Study your craft.

● Can you learn to adopt—embrace and immerse yourself in—an author’s 

voice or style?

● What fiction genres do you find easiest to edit? Hardest?

● What elements of line editing do you find difficult?

● What elements are in your wheelhouse?

● What is your author communication style? Do you need to work on tact?



What kind of editor are you?

I honor the author 
by attempting to 
elevate their 
writing to their 
best voice.

Becca Balance

I edit by the book. 
That’s more 
important than 
the so-called 
author’s voice.

Rheba Rigid

I respect my 
author’s style, so 
if readers can 
figure it out, I let 
it go.

Lisa Laissez-Faire



What Is Your 
Fiction Editing 
Philosophy?

Kirsten Janene-Nelson, 
Freelance Editor & Consultant
http://the-editrice.com/philosophy.html



Is your editing style flexible?

Take a lesson 
from The 
Pirates of the 
Caribbean . . .



Elasticity in Editing
Subversive Copy Editor 
https://www.subversivecopyeditor.com/blog/2021/04/commas-between-adjectives-in-creative-writing-1.html

Commas between Adjectives in Creative Writing

A seeming lack of consistency doesn’t necessarily mean poor copyediting. 
Good editors are sensitive to context and can recognize when the presence 
or absence of a comma makes a difference worth a small breach of 
convention.

https://www.subversivecopyeditor.com/blog/2021/04/commas-between-adjectives-in-creative-writing-1.html


Elasticity in Editing
CMOS Shop Talk
http://cmosshoptalk.com/2020/06/22/black-and-white-a-matter-of-capitalization/

We remain true to the caveat in our very first edition: “Rules and regulations 
such as these, in the nature of the case, cannot be endowed with the fixity of 
rock-ribbed law. They are meant for the average case, and must be applied 
with a certain degree of elasticity.”

http://cmosshoptalk.com/2020/06/22/black-and-white-a-matter-of-capitalization/
https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/help-tools/facsimile-of-the-1st-edition.html


Fiction is a different animal. 
We must understand the 
rules before we know when 
and how to break them.



Check for inconsistencies
➢ plot/subplot

➢ character names & 
descriptions

➢ locations & staging
In and across scenes

➢ timeline

CHECKLIST



Check for inaccuracies
➢ real locations, 

city/govt/personnel facts
➢ distances & travel time
➢ genre & era-specific facts

e.g., guns, electronics, clothing
➢ anachronisms
➢ medical terms



Timeline



Flag inaccurate or unbelievable incidents 

Flag digression from character in narrative 
and dialogue 

Flag redundancy

Flag unresolved or loose plot threads

Note red herrings (are they believable and 
successful?) 



Flag/fix POV problems, insert 
scene breaks when needed

Flag/fix significant pacing 
issues in dialogue & narrative

➢ info dump

➢ run-on sentences

➢ telling instead of showing

➢ dialogue tags



Flag/fix unintended word echoes 

Assess filter words; remove and 
recast

Flag/fix artificial or stilted dialogue

Flag/fix transitions into and out of      
flashbacks

Review flashbacks’ flow within the 
scene



Review book’s opening hook
Is it strong? Does it fit the genre?

Review opening and closing lines      
of chapters and scenes

Are they cliffhangers or do they fizzle? Does the 
scene end with a punch or a whimper?

Leave kudo comments throughout:
1 in 11 Rule

(1 praise for every 11 corrections)



Bob Hudson - PENCON 2021
      Working with your author:

● Empathy
Sensing what the author might feel

● Engagement
Being completely absorbed, fully 
understanding the book, “getting it”

● Dialogue
Communicating empathy and engagement 

Thursday a.m. Worship Session
Denise Loock’s message



 Using Word’s Navigation panel:



 Let’s look at some basic line editing examples,
starting with this principle:

https://www.louiseharnbyproofreader.com/blog/the-impact-of-before-and-after-in-fictio
n-writing-tacit-and-explicit-chronology-of-action



Chronology of Action

Suzanne Woods Fisher, Anything but Plain



Suzanne Woods Fisher, Anything but Plain



Suzanne Woods Fisher, Anything but Plain

Loss of Reader Empathy



Suzanne Woods Fisher, Anything but Plain



Suzanne Woods Fisher, Anything but Plain



Clarifying Antecedent, Replacing Echo 
ORIGINAL:

Her father’s timberworks were vast, but it was the uplands of the Cheviot Hills 
that stole her heart, marking the border between England and Scotland. Thick 
with sheep and shepherds, moors and watercourses, the beauty stole her 
breath.

EDIT:

Her father’s timberworks were vast, but it was Cheviot Hills, marking the border 
between England and Scotland, that stole her heart. The beauty of the uplands, 
thick with sheep and shepherds, moors and watercourses, took her breath 
away.

Yes, this could be tightened, but choose your battles, 
especially with new or resistant authors.



Joanna Politano, The Lost Melody

Strengthening Opening Hooks



Joanna Politano, The Lost Melody



Strengthening Opening Hooks

Ann Gabhart, When the Meadow Blooms



Ann Gabhart, When the Meadow Blooms

Switched opening chapters



Kelli Stuart, The Master Craftsman

POV Switch (aka head hopping)



Includes offensive word choice or portrayal of a character

Also see Black and White: A Matter of Capitalization - CMOS Shop Talk

Wednesday’s General Session: 
Sharon Elliott, “Yes, We Do See Color”

Looks for cultural representation problems, biases, 
stereotypes, tropes, and language that a reader could 
consider problematic.
https://www.masterclass.com/articles/sensitivity-reader-role-explained#

what-is-a-sensitivity-reader

Sensitivity Reading

http://cmosshoptalk.com/2020/06/22/black-and-white-a-matter-of-capitalization/
https://www.masterclass.com/articles/sensitivity-reader-role-explained#what-is-a-sensitivity-reader
https://www.masterclass.com/articles/sensitivity-reader-role-explained#what-is-a-sensitivity-reader


Renni Browne 
Founder of The Editorial Department 

Dave King 
DaveKingEdits.com 



https://www.subversivecopyeditor.com/

The Subversive Copy Editor
Carol Saller

https://www.subversivecopyeditor.com/


https://www.louiseharnbyproofreader.com/editing-fiction-at-sentence-level.html

https://www.louiseharnbyproofreader.com/editing-fiction-at-sentence-level.html


Remember, no two editors will edit 
a book the same.

Ask God to partner with you, to give you 
wisdom and discernment, for the sake 

of the author and the readers, 
and to help you and your work

reflect His glory.


